
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. measure  B. decrease  C. teamwork  D. steal 

2. A. resorts  B. develops  C. parks  D. towers 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of the main stress in each of the following questions. 

3. A. network  B. damage  C. release  D. shelter 

4. A. fluently  B. safari  C. national  D. sightseeing 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

5. Ho Chi Minh City is __________ largest city in Vietnam and __________ popular tourist destination. 

A. the / the  B. the / a  C. a / the  D. a / a 

6. Last month, a charity event __________ and money __________ to help the poor in the neighborhood. 

A. organized / raised    B. was organized / raised 

C. organized / was raised   D. was organized / was raised 

7. If the weather __________ fine tomorrow, I __________ Hoan Kiem Lake. 

A. is / will visit B. will be / will visit C. were / would visit D. would be / would visit 

8. In my opinion, robots __________ human doctors and teachers in the future. 

A. won’t be able to replace   B. won’t be replaced 

C. haven’t replaced    D. aren’t going to replace 

9. Nowadays, billions of devices are __________ to the Internet worldwide. It’s an amazing invention. 

A. fastened  B. attracted  C. strapped  D. connected 

10. To __________ the problem of plastic pollution, single-use plastic must be banned. 

A. solve  B. destroy  C. delay  D. cause 

11. He’s planning a trip to Hanoi and is searching __________ cheap flights and a good hotel. 

A. on   B. for   C. about  D. up 

12. __________ energy, which includes coal, oil and natural gas, supply about 80 percent of the world’s 

energy. 

A. Renew  B. Renewed  C. Renewable  D. Non-renewable 

13. I think most people will choose to __________ online classes in the next twenty years. 

A. register  B. sign up  C. attend  D. afford 

14. Hoi An Ancient Town was recognized as a __________ by UNESCO IN 1999. 
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A. World Culture Site    B. World Heritage Site  

C. World National Site   D. World Nature Site 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in 

meaning to the underlined part in each of the following questions. 

15. I was unlucky on my last vacation; my car broke down while I was driving to the airport. 

A. collapsed  B. stopped working C. broke into pieces D. worn out 

16. We have made some progress in stopping causing damage to the ozone layer, but much more needs to be 

done. 

A. harm  B. destroy  C. impact  D. injury 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase that is OPPOSITE in 

meaning to the underlined part in each of the following questions. 

17. Hoi An is one of the most famous tourist destinations in Vietnam. 

A. popular  B. likable  C. unknown  D. private 

18. Is it necessary to buy a portable TV while we can just use our smartphones? 

A. still   B. unmoving  C. mobile  D. immovable 

VI. Write the correct forms of the words in brackets. 

19. __________ is a type of vacations that is designed to be environmentally friendly and to raise 

environmental awareness. (TOUR) 

20. He really likes this new smartphone, so he bought it although the price is not __________. (REASON) 

VII. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning. Use the given word(s) if any. 

21. They should fine people who litter in public areas heavily. 

=> Littering in public areas ___________________________. 

22. She intends to donate clothes and blankets to the local homeless shelter. 

=> She is __________________________________________. 

VIII. Combine the following sentences without changing the meaning. 

23. The first rocket flight happened in 1926. It marked the beginning of the space age. 

___________________________________________________. 

24. Plastic can’t be composted at home. Therefore, the problem of plastic pollution is so serious. 

=> If _______________________________________________. 

25. I was sleeping in my hotel room. There was a loud bang on my door. 

___________________________________________________. 

IX. Read the following passage and choose the correct word or phrase that best fits the article. 

Before we decide on where to go on vacation, there are a few things we need to think about. These may include 

price, distance, weather, food and the environment. Do we want to visit a beautiful beach? Or do we want to 

go to a tropical rainforest? We might even want to visit exciting cities or resorts. However, it can be quite 



 

 

shocking to discover the levels of pollution (26) __________ you are on holiday. It can be even worse to know 

we are causing it, which can make your time to relax unenjoyable.  

So, why does this happen? These problems can occur for several reasons. Sometimes it is our fault like using 

too much private transport, single-use plastic, or wasting water and electricity. For example, developing areas 

that are becoming more popular with tourists can lead to (27) __________ to make space for hotels and resorts. 

However, we have the ability to stop this. Each person, each tourist, can make (28) __________ difference if 

we try. Experts say that if there is not any effort or intervention on our part, the damage caused to the 

environment (29) __________ be unfixable in ten years.   

It is important to know that hope is not lost. There is much we can do to stop this problem. We can reuse, 

reduce and recycle. One of the most important things that we can do is to educate people on what to do. If we 

work together and try to protect the environment, we (30) __________  have to worry so much about the 

future. 

26. A. where  B. when  C. why   D. because 

27. A. livestock B. compost  C. landfill  D. deforestation 

28. A. the  B. an   C. a   D. their 

29. A. would   B. will   C. wouldn’t  D. can’t 

30. A. won’t  B. couldn’t   C. wouldn’t   D. can’t 

X. Read the following passage. For each of the statements, Choose TRUE, FALSE or NI if there is no 

information. 

TOURISM PLAN 

It is no surprise that Vietnam is one of the top three destinations for tourists to visit in South East Asia. Tourism 

contributes significantly to the money coming into the country as well as the effect it has on the environment 

and population. Considering that Vietnam is an attractive destination, the country is doing its best to stay 

competitive in an ever-growing market by developing and creating a plan for the year 2030. While doing this, 

they are still focusing on their sustainable development goals, not wanting to destroy or damage the 

environment that brings in so many new tourists. To do so, the focus is to effectively manage and use natural 

resources, protect the environment and biodiversity, and actively adapt to climate change while attracting new 

businesses and visitors to the country.  

One of the main goals that Vietnam wants to accomplish by the year 2030, is to have over fifty million 

international visitors. However, to achieve this, there are many areas that may need to grow to accommodate 

these tourists. As a result, the country wishes to create over eight million jobs to better accomplish its goals 

and workforce. With all the extra work and income, the country will be able to develop its infrastructure. The 

Vietnamese government also wants to support local businesses so that they can also develop to better provide 

for tourism. 

31. Vietnam is one of the top three destinations in the world.  

32. Vietnam’s tourism plan hopes to be complete by 2040.  



 

 

33. The tourism plan wants to attract more visitors without damaging the environment.  

34. The country wishes to make seven million jobs.  

35. Vietnam is going to achieve its goal earlier than estimated.  

XI. Listen to five speakers talking about the environment. Match speakers with what they discuss. 

36. Speaker 1 

37. Speaker 2 

38. Speaker 3 

39. Speaker 4 

40. Speaker 5 

A. Livestock  

B. Landfill  

C. Deforestation  

D. Compost  

E. Greenhouse gasses  

----------------------THE END---------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


